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Abstract: Three dimensional quantitative structure-activity relationship (3D-QSAR) studies have been
performed on a series of Pyrazinecarboxamides derivatives using the multiple linear regression method and
kNN-MFA Approach (k-nearest neighbour molecular field analysis). The QSAR models were generated using
19 compounds. By using kNN-MFA approach, various 3D QSAR models were generated to study the effect
of steric, electrostatic and hydrophobic descriptors on herbicidal activity. The kNN-MFA model generated from
template based alignment showed q  (cross validated r ) of 0.6161 and pred_r  of 0.8373 with four descriptors2 2 2

namely S_589, E_268, E_598 and E_539. The number nearest neighbours K of two was observed with this
model. The multiple linear regression model showed a non cross validated r  of 0.9747, cross validated r  (q )2 2 2

of 0.9386, F value of 69.3490 and exhibited good external prediction r _pred of 0.7130. The descriptors2

contributing to the activity according to this model are E_539, E_510, E_385, S_677, S_264. The generated
models provide insight into the influence of various interactive fields on the activity and, thus, can help in
designing and forecasting the herbicidal activity of novel molecules.
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INTRODUCTION overcome the resistance of weeds. Analogues of

Herbicides are inhibitors of individual metabolic inhibiting the photosynthetic electron transport in spinch
processes in plants, used in agriculture as a selective chloroplast. On the other hand, the pyrazinamide ring
means of defence against weeds. Weeds compete with system has received much attention in biologically active
crops for sunshine, water, nutrients and physical space molecules, such as potent inhibitors of mycobacterium
and are thus capable of greatly influencing the growth of and fungi. 
crops and undermining both crop quality and yield. Also, In the present study we have performed the 3D
many weeds are the harbor or nest of pathogens, viruses QSAR analysis on a series of Pyrazine 2-Carboxamide
and pests, which may result in the occurrence and spread derivatives using software Vlife MDS 4.1 version
of plant diseases and insect pests in crops. Herbicides, as (Molecular Design Suite). There are numerous methods
the main weed control tool, play a very important role in for performing 3D QSAR but most popular methods are
modern agriculture. Crop protection continually needs the comparative molecular field analysis CoMFA and
discovery of novel herbicides. The agrochemical industry antagonist’s activity of the respective compounds under
has successfully developed a wide array of herbicides comparative molecular similarity analysis [3, 4].
with various chemical structures and modes of action [1]. Recently, the chloroplast obstruction drugs like
However; an inevitable problem associated with the use pyrazine- 2-carboxamide analogues have got much
of herbicides is the occurrence of herbicide resistant importance as they are eco-friendly and have no toxicity
weeds [2]. Therefore, it is necessary to develop efficient for human being [5].. The aim of this work is to find the
herbicides with novel structures or modes of action to structure  activity  relationship in the mentioned series, i.e.

pyrazinecarboxamides belong to the group of herbicides
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to continue the study of the substituent variability MATERIALS AND METHODS
influence on the photosynthesis inhibiting or herbicidal
activities and to determine the importance of increased Data Set: The biological data used in this study are the
hydro/lipophilic properties for biological effect of the OER (oxygen evolution rate) inhibition i.e inhibition of
newly prepared substituted pyrazinecarboxamides. photosynthetic electron transport in spinach

The steps involved in 3D-QSAR studies are data chloroplastsin (IC ) of a series of pyrazine-2-corboxylic
selection, descriptor evaluation, structure alignment, acid amides derivative. The synthesis and determination
selection of training and test set, variable selection, of the activity of these compounds have already been
statistical methods, model evaluation and model reported in literature [7]. Their study indicated that the
interpretation. In the present study, we have reported pyrazinecarboxylic acid derivatives are interested in
Multiple linear regression method and the development of binuclear  analogue  with the –CO-NH bridge for
a new method (kNN-MFA) that adopts a k-nearest herbicidal activity [8-10]. The general structure of these
neighbor principle for generating relationships of analogues and list of the structural features with
molecular fields with the experimentally reported activity herbicidal activity of the respective compounds under
to provide further insight into the key structural features study is reported in Table 1. The biological data was
required to design potential drug candidates of this class. converted to logarithmic scale (pIC ) in mathematical
It was found that the herbicidal activity was concerned operation mode of software to reduce skewness of data
with inhibition of oxygen evolution rate (OER) in set and then used for subsequent 3D QSAR analysis as
photosynthesis by pyrazine-2-carboxamide analogues [6]. dependent variables.

50

50

Table 1: Structure and activities of Pyrazinecarboxamides Derivatives

Compounds X R R IC (µmol/L)1 2 50

1 H H 2-Cl-5-OH 722
2 H H 4-F 480
3 H H 2-CF 3763

4 H H 3-CF 1303

5 H H 4-CH 14753

6 Cl H 2-Cl-5-OH 624
7 Cl H 4-F 384
8 Cl H 2-CF 5573

9 Cl H 3-CF 2293

10 Cl H 4-CH 15243

11 H (CH3) C 4-F 5243

12 H (CH3) C 2-CF 553 3

13 H (CH3) C 3-CF 2833 3

14 H (CH3) C 4-CH 1643 3

15 Cl (CH3) C 2-Cl-5-OH 6253

16 Cl (CH3) C 4-F 1033

17 Cl (CH3) C 2-CF 2053 3

18 Cl (CH3) C 3-CF 1733 3

19 Cl (CH3) C 4-CH 733 3
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Methodology: The 3D-QSAR computations were carried Alignment Procedure: In general, geometric similarity
out on VLife MDS 4.1 molecular modelling software [11].
The structure of each compound was drawn in 2D
application mode of software and converted to 3D
structure using the software. The molecular geometry is
optimized using Monte Carlo conformational search [12],
MMFF fields [13] and Gasteiger-Marsili charges followed
by AM-1 (Austin Model-1). Hamiltonian method available
with the software with the convergence criterion of 0.001
kcal/mol A . The position of each atom is important for
kNN-MFA study because the descriptors calculation is
based on the 3D-space grid. Thus, the method to
determine the conformation of each molecule and the way
to align molecules together are two sensitive input
parameters to build a reasonable model. We hereby report
the models, as generated by kNN-MFA in conjunction
with stepwise (SW) forward-backward variable selection
methods. In the kNN-MFA method, several models were
generated for the selected members of training and test
sets and the corresponding best models are reported
herein. The variable selection methods along with the
corresponding parameters are allowed to be chosen and
optimum models are generated by maximizing q . K-2

nearest neighbor molecular field analysis (kNN-MFA)
requires suitable alignment of given set of molecules. This
is followed by generation of a common rectangular grid
around the molecules. The steric and electrostatic
interaction energies are computed at the lattice points of
the grid using a methyl probe of charge +1. These
interaction energy values are considered for relationship
generation and utilized as descriptors to decide nearness
between molecules. The term descriptor is utilized in the
following discussion to indicate field values at the lattice
points. The optimal training and test sets were generated
using the Random data selection method. This method
allows the software itself for construction of training and
test sets. Once the training and test sets were generated,
kNN methodology was applied to the descriptors
generated over the grid. To derive the kNN-MFA
descriptor fields, a 3D cubic lattice with grid spacing of 2
A  in x, y and z dimensions was created to encompass the
aligned molecules. kNN-MFA descriptors were calculated
using an sp3 carbon probe atom with a van der Waals
radius of 1.52 A  and a charge of 1.0 with default cut-off
energy 30 kcal/mol to generate steric field energies and
electrostatic fields. The steric and electrostatic energy
values were truncated at a default value of ±30 kcal/mol.
The kNN-MFA steric and electrostatic fields thus
generated were scaled by the standard method in the
software.

should exist between the modelled structures and the
bioactive conformation for 3D QSAR. The spatial
alignment of compounds under study is thus one of the
most sensitive and determining factors in obtaining a
reliable model also it is used to visualize the structural
diversity in the given set of molecules. Alignment of all 19
compounds was done using the template-based alignment
in MDS 4.1. The aligned structures were used for the
study. This was followed by generation of common
rectangular grid around the molecules. The template
structure i.e. unsubstituted pyridazinecarboxamide was
used for alignment by considering the common elements
of the series as shown in Fig. 1. The reference molecule 12
is chosen with highest herbicidal effect which made it a
valid lead molecule and therefore was chosen as a
reference molecule. After optimizing, the template
structure and the reference molecule were used to
superimpose all molecules from the series using the
template alignment method (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1: Template Structure

Fig. 2: Template-based alignment of molecules
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Table 2: Probe setting

From To Interval

X -9.98536 11.2052 2.000
Y -8.82849 8.92967 2.000
Z -8.53851 8.51738 2.000

Calculation of Descriptors: For calculation of field
descriptor values, using Tripos force field both
electrostatic and steric field type with cut offs 10.0 and
30.0 Kcal/mol respectively were selected and charge type
was selected as Gasteiger-Marsili. Dielectric constant was
set to 1.0 considering the distance dependent dielectric
function. Grid setting was done using methyl probe
having charge +1.0. The 3D cubic lattice points with grid
setting are shown in Table 2. This resulted in calculation
of field descriptors (electrostatic, hydrophobic and steric)
for all the compounds in separate columns. Table 4 shows
the descriptors which are used in generation of models.
QSAR analysis was performed after removal of all the
invariable columns, as they do not contribute to QSAR.
The optimal test and training data set were generated
using random selection method in which the software
itself selects the test set molecules by entering the
percentage of training set molecules to be selected. In this
method selection of four compounds as test set and
remaining others as training set was done. The kNN-MFA
and Multiple linear regression technique were used to
derive 3D-QSAR models of pyrazine 2- carboxamides
derivatives as an herbicidal agent.

Building K-Nearest-Neighbor (kNN-MFA) Models: In the
kNN algorithm, to classify a new pattern (molecule), the
system finds the kNN among the training set.The kNN
methodology relies on a simple distance learning
approach whereby an unknown member is classified
according to the majority of its kNN in training set. The
nearness is measured by an appropriate distance metric
(e.g. a molecular similarity measure, calculated using
descriptors of molecular structures). Since there was a
large pool of descriptors available to build models,
stepwise variable selection methods were used along with

kNN to find optimal subset of descriptors for the kNN- FA
model. Once the training and test sets are generated, kNN
methodology is applied to the descriptors generated over
the grid. The steric and electrostatic interaction energies
are computed at the lattice points of the grid using a
methyl probe of charge +1. The optimum models are
shown in Table 3a.

Bulding Multiple Linear Regression Models: MLR is a
method used for modeling linear relationship between a
dependent variable Y (pEC ) and independent variable X50

(3D descriptors). MLR is based on least squares: the
model is fit such that sum-of-squares of differences of
observed and a predicted value is minimized. MLR
estimates values of regression coefficients (r ) by2

applying least squares curve fitting method. The model
creates a relationship in the form of a straight line (linear)
that best approximates all the individual data points. In
regression analysis, conditional mean of dependant
variable (pEC ) Y depends on (descriptors) X. MLR50

analysis extends this idea to include more than one
independent variable.

Regression equation takes the form

Y = b1 * x1 + b2 * x2 + b3 * x3 + c

Where Y is dependent variable, ‘b’s are regression
coefficients for corresponding ‘x’s (independent variable),
‘c’ is a regression constant or intercept [14, 15].

The molecules are divided into training and test set
using random data selection method. Once this is done
MLR methodology is used to build the model using
stepwise forward- backward variable selection method.
The optimum models are shown in table 3b.

Step-Wise Variable Selection Method (SW): The k-NN
MFA and MLR models were developed using step-wise
forward- backward method with cross correlation limit set
to 0.5 and term selection criteria as q . Fischer value ‘in’2

was  set to 4.0 and ‘out’ to 3.99. Fischer’s value (F), which

Table 3a: Best five models generated by KNN-MFA method

TRIAL TEST SET MOLECULES KNN q Pred_r Pred_r DOF2 2 q2 se 2 se

1 1,7,8,10,12 2 0.5678 0.6059 0.2358 0.3597 9

2 8,12,16 4 0.6753 0.5042 0.2091 0.4977 11

3 1,9,14,19 5 0.6177 0.5176 0.2499 0.3354 11

4 4,6,7,8 2 0.6161 0.8373 0.2689 0.1309 10

5 9,13,14,18,19 4 0.6339 0.7886 0.2518 0.2146 9
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Table 3b: Best five models generated by multiple linear regressions (MLR)

TRIAL TEST SET MOLECULES r q Pred_r r  se Pred_r  se F TEST2 2 2 2 q2 se 2

1 4,11,12,13,19 0.9531 0.9218 0.353 0.0912 0.1179 0.5075 45.7689
2 4,5,6,8 0.7356 0.6526 0.4508 0.2176 0.2494 0.3965 16.6888
3 6,12,17,19 0.9747 0.9386 0.713 0.0701 0.1091 0.3577 69.349
4 1,3,7,16,18,19 0.809 0.7091 0.5452 0.1978 0.244 0.2984 21.1749
5 8,10,11,14 0.8506 0.7755 0.4045 0.1741 0.2134 0.3939 20.8707

represents F-ratio between the variance of calculated and test set. The pred_r  value indicates the predictive power
observed activity and chance statistics assuring that the of the current model for the external test set as follows:
results are not merely based on chance correlations. Best
models were selected on the basis of their statistical
significance and F-test. As some additional parameters,
variance cut-off was set as 2 Kcal/mol and scaling and
auto scaling, additionally the k-nearest neighbour
parameter setting was done within the range of 2-5 and
prediction method was selected as distance based weight
average.

Method of Validation: The following statistical parameters
were considered for comparison of the generated QSAR
models: correlation coefficient (r), squared correlation
coefficient (r ), predictive r  for external test set (pred_r )2 2 2

for external validation.
The best way to evaluate quality of regression model

is internal validation of QSAR model. Mostly leave-one-
out (LOO) cross validation, one object (one biological
activity value) is eliminated from training set and training
dataset is divided into subsets (number of subsets =
number of data points) of equal size. Model is build using
these subsets and dependent variable value of the data
point that was not included in the subset is determined,
which is a predicted value. Mean of predicted will be same
for r  and LOO q  (cross-validated correlation coefficient2 2

value) since all the data point will be sequentially
considered as predicted in LOO subset. Same procedure
is repeated after elimination of another object until all
objects have been eliminated once.

Definitive validity of model is examined by mean of
external validation also, which evaluates how well
equation generalizes. Training set is used to derive an
adjustment model that is used after to predict activities of
test set members. The predicted power of equations was
validated using cross-validated squared correlation
coefficient (q ) and by predictive squared correlation2

coefficients pred_r  which is used as a diagnostic tool. 2

The predicted r  (pred_r ) [4] value was calculated2 2

using Eq.1, where y and yˆ are the actual and predicted
activities of the i molecule in the test set, respectivelyth

and y is the average activity of all mean molecules in the
training set. Both summations are over all molecules in the

2

(1)

To validate the generated QSAR models, the leave one-
out method was used, indicated as the value of q  (cross-2

validated explained variance), which is a measure for the
internal predictive ability of the model. The cross
validation run returns the optimum number of components
for which it has the maximum cross-validated r  (q ) values2 2

and the minimum standard error of the prediction pred_r .2se

The cross-validated r  (q ) value was calculated using Eq.2 2

2, where y and yˆ are, respectively, the actual and
predicted activities of the i  molecule and y is the averageth

activity of all the molecules in the training set.
Both summations are over all the molecules in the

training set. Because the calculation of the pair wise
molecular similarities and hence the predictions, were
based on the current trial solution, the q obtained
indicates the predictive power of the current model. 

(2)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Selecting training and test set by spherical exclusion
method, Unicolumn statics shows that the max of the test
is less than max of train set and the min of the test set is
greater than of train set which is prerequisite analysis for
further QSAR study. The above result shows that the test
is interpolative i.e. derived within the min-max range of the
train set. The mean and standard deviation of the train
and test provides insight to the relative difference of mean
and point density distribution of the two sets. In this case
the mean in the test set higher than the train set shows
the presence of relatively more active molecules compared
to the inactive ones. Also the similar standard deviation
in both set indicates that the spread in both the set with
their respective mean is comparable. The activity were
converted  to  –logIC ,  was used as dependant variable.50
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Relative alignment of all the energy minimized molecules model leads us to explain the effect of steric and
was then carried out by using two techniques namely electrostatic fields on different substituents of
atom and template based for better results and better pyrazinecarboxamides moiety. Number nearest neighbors
assessment between both. The kNN-MFA models were k of 2 were observed with this model. i.e. two values are
generated by using test set of four compounds and proved statistically significant and exhibited good external
remaining compound using a trainingt set. Newly reported prediction with r _pred of 0.8373. The external
method k Nearest Neighbor Molecular Field Analysis predictability of the QSAR models generated on test sets
(kNN-MFA) adopts a k-Nearest Neighbor principle for is characterized by pred_r  and pred_r se. The standard
generating relationship of molecular fields with the error value is very less i.e 0.1309 which shows the high
experimentally reported activity. This method utilizes the acceptance crieteria of the model. In Model 1 the steric
active analogue principle that lies at the foundation of and electrostatic points considered is shown in the figure
medicinal chemistry [16-18]. 3D QSAR the kNN-MFA of (3a) given above and it is observed that electrostatic field
pyrazinecarboxamode derivatives with reported herbicidal with positive coefficient (E_268) is far from the
activity was performed, stepwise variable selection Pyrazinecarboxamides structure and possibly it has hardly
method resulted in several statistically significant models, any effect on the substituent nature. However presence
of which corresponding best model 1 and 2 is reported of electrostatic field with positive coefficient (E_598)
herein. The model selection criteria being the value of q , suggests that electro-positive substituent (electron2

the internal predictive ability of the model and that of withdrawing groups like halogen moiety) may be
pred_r , the ability of model to predict the activity of favorable on the R position of ring for producing better2

external test set. As cross-validated correlation coefficient herbicidal activity. Electrostatic descriptor with positive
(q ) is used as a measure of reliability of prediction, the coefficient (E_539) (R ) positions of the2

correlation coefficient suggests that our model is reliable pyrazinecarboxamide ring corroborates that positive
and accurate. The predicted versus the experimental electrostatic potential is favorable for increase in the
selectivity values for the training and test sets are activity and hence less electronegative groups are
depicted in (Fig.4a, 4b, 5a and 5b). Thus, our model preferred in this positions. Steric descriptors with
displays good predictivity in regular cross validation. negative coefficients such as S_589 at R  position of the

Model 1: KNN-MFA method potent herbicidal compounds.
pIC  = -0.3004 (S_589) -0.1347 (E_268) + 1.4132(E_598) + The plot of observed versus predicted activities for50

+ 0.4334 (E_539) the training and test compounds is represented in Fig. 4a

K Nearest Neighbour = 2, N= 15, Training Set Size = 15, points are very close to regression line (Fig.4a). Also the
Test Set Size = 4, Degree of Freedom = 10, q = 0.6161, q software graphs (Fig. 5a) shows that there is a perfect fit2 2

 = 0.2689, pred_ r = 0.8373, pred_ r  0.1309. in the values of experimental and predicted activities forse 2 2se =

Selected descriptors: S_589, E_268, E_598, E_539 training and test set compounds. From Table 5 it is

For 3D QSAR a kNN-MFA of Pyrazinecarboxamides in the test set are in good agreement with their
derivatives with reported herbicidal activities was corresponding experimental activities and optimal fit is
performed. The stepwise variable selection method obtained.
resulted in several statistically significant models, of
which the corresponding best model is reported herein. Model 2: Multiple Linear Regression Method
The model selection criterion is the value of q , the pIC = -0.3485(E_539) + 0.2327 (E_510) – 0.0528(E_385)-2

internal predictive ability of the model and that of pred_r , 4.6514 (S_677)- 1.1917(S_264) + 2.38172

the ability of the model to predict the activity of external
test set.Model-1 (Fig.3a) the template based alignment N= 15, Training Set Size = 15, Test Set Size = 4, Degree of
shows a q (cross validated r ) of 0.6161 with four Freedom = 9, F test = 69.3490 r = 0.9747, q =0.9386, r  se=2 2

descriptors namely S_589, E_268, E_598 and E_539.Steric 0.0701, q  se =0.1091, pred_ r = 0.71300, pred_ r = 0.3577
and electrostatic field energy of interactions between
probe (-CH ) and compounds at their corresponding Alpha Rand Q^2 =0.0000, alpha Rand Pred R^2 = 0.00003

spatial grid points of 589,268,598 and 539. Best QSAR Selected descriptors: E_539, E_510, E_385, S_677, S_264.

2

2 2

2

2

2

pyrazinecarboxamides ring suggest that the favourability
of less bulky groups in these regions for producing

and 5a. The model is statistically significant as all the

evident that the predicted activities of all the compounds

50

2 2 2

2 2 2se
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Fig. 3a: Contour plots of model obtained by kNN-MFA Fig. 4a: Actual versus predicted activities according to
Method Model 1 the model 1

Fig. 5a: Software graph of Actual versus predicted activities according to the model 1

For 3D QSAR a Multiple linear regression of prediction. Statistical significance of the model is further
Pyrazinecarboxamides derivatives with reported herbicidal indicated by F test value. The F test value of 69.3490 is
activity was performed. The stepwise forward backward observed which is far greater than the tabulated value
variable selection method resulted in several statistically which means the probability of failure of the model is 1 in
significant models, of which the corresponding best 10,000. The low standard error of r _se =0.0701
model is reported herein. demonstrates accuracy of the model and low q _se =

The  model  selection  criterion  is  the  value  of q , 0.1091 value reflect good internal predictive power of the2

the internal predictive ability of the model and that of model. The external predictability of the QSAR models
pred_r , the ability of the model to predict the activity of generated on test sets is characterized by pred_r  and2

external test set.Model-2, (Fig. 3b) the template based pred_r se. Also the randomization test showing value as
alignment  shows  a  q  (cross  validated  r )  of  0.9386 0.000 proves that the model is not random and hence2 2

with five  descriptors  namely  E_539,  E_510,  E_385, chosen as best model.
S_677, S_264.Steric and electrostatic field energy of Model  2 the steric and electrostatic points
interactions between probe (CH) and compounds at their considered is shown in the figure (2) given above and it
corresponding spatial grid points of 539,510,385, 677 and is observed that electrostatic field with positive
264. Based QSAR model leads us to explain the effect of coefficient (E_510) is far from the pyrazinecarboxamide
steric and electrostatic fields on different substituents of structure and possibly it has hardly any effect on the
pyrazinecarboxamides moiety. substituent nature. However presence of electrostatic

In the QSAR model 2, a non-cross-validated r of field with negative coefficient (E_539) suggests that2

0.9747 with r _pred of 0.7130 proves that all the values are electro-negative   substituent   (electron   donating2

statistically significant and exhibited good external groups) may be favourable on  the R  position of ring for

2

2

2

2

2
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Fig. 3b: Contour plots of model obtained by Multiple Fig. 4b: Actual versus predicted activities according to
Linear Regression Method Model-2 the model- 2

Fig. 5b: Software graph of Actual versus predicted activities according to the model- 2

Table 4: 3D descriptors required for herbicidal activity

S_589 E_268 E_598 E_539 E_539 E_510 E_385 S_677 S_264

-0.31563 2.689 8.19275 0.9061 0.9061 0.678834 -7.6971 -0.039104 -0.039975
0.10277 1.7919 -10 1.5654 1.5654 -0.07257 -10 -0.05501 -0.038033
-0.4132 -0.025 0.8501 2.39529 2.3952 3.303055 -0.979794 -0.03489 -0.0767
-0.3889 0.23771 6.2472 1.6559 1.6559 -1.20254 -3.7546 -0.049547 -0.096114
-0.20234 0.37354 1.4132 0.43336 0.4333 -0.08208 -10 -0.089503 -0.029812
-0.29176 1.7813 10 1.3105 1.3105 0.2418886 -4.9839 -0.06268 -0.031872
-0.06957 1.9462 -10 1.87403 1.874 0.11733 -10 -0.04844 -0.042807
2.52223 0.5701 -1.287 2.16703 2.16703 2.71102 -1.1136 -0.06298 -0.079041
30 0.84081 10 1.1119 1.11198 -1.544564 -1.75735 -0.1289574 -0.0535
-0.0865 0.5712 1.4686 -0.42558 -0.42558 0.5489055 -3.8493 -0.063521 -0.014747
-0.1741 0.05469 -3.0296 1.581102 1.581102 -0.010485 -7.5378 -0.045717 -0.214863
-0.23761 0.10965 2.4838 3.415 3.415462 1.4933 -0.35741 -0.040603 -0.276024
8.82802 -0.129 -7.1327 2.1592 2.15921 0.04151 -2.8473 -0.080967 -0.200873
-0.30043 -0.1346 2.7253 1.40685 1.40685 0.02348 -4.258761 -0.0372765 -0.0417
-0.32199 1.0998 9.9338 0.835741 0.83574 1.319955 -0.6041 -0.06002 -0.032564
7.02426 1.1566 -10 2.598 2.59859 0.24361 -0.295399 -0.07894 -0.033762
-0.2368 0.334 2.8147 3.7339 3.7339 1.698458 -0.1739 -0.03959 -0.25268
7.851 0.1335 -7.4915 2.53128 2.5312 0.399894 -2.89791 -0.08302 -0.171587
-0.28987 0.1089 2.8622 1.815 1.81501 0.25831 -4.5159 -0.03833 0.031245
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Table 5: Actual and predicted activities of statistically significant models

Predicted Activity Predicted Activity

Actual Activity KNN MFA Model 1 MLR Model 2

2.85853 2.77186 2.86002

2.68124 2.33754 2.64869

2.57518 2.40055 2.62108

2.11394 2.03482 2.068024

3.16879 2.88761 3.191669

2.79518 2.82594 2.574111

2.58433 2.39864 2.560498

2.74585 2.64723 2.70334

2.35983 2.34492 2.391116

3.18298 2.98761 3.174168

2.71933 2.7818 2.695102

1.74036 2.20261 2.075547

2.45178 2.22118 2.405227

2.21484 2.1611 2.344973

2.79588 2.8508 2.747535

2.012837 2.30355 1.95575

2.311753 1.76426 1.9701

2.23804 2.38381 2.336276

1.86332 2.10079 2.188861

producing better herbicidal activity. Electrostatic
descriptor with negative coefficient (E_385) (X) position
of the pyrazinecarboxamide ring corroborates that
electronegative groups (electron donating) are preferred
in this positions. Steric descriptors with negative
coefficients such as S_264 at R  position of the ring1

suggest that the favourability of less bulky groups in
these regions for producing potent herbicidal compounds.
Negative coefficient of steric descriptor S_677 at R2

position of the ring suggest that the favourability of less
bulky groups in these regions for producing potent
compounds. The plot of observed versus predicted
activities for the training and test compounds is
represented in Fig. 4b and 5b. From Table 5 it is evident
that the predicted activities of all the compounds in the
test set are in good agreement with their corresponding
experimental activities and optimal fit is obtained. The
former descriptor contributes 80 % and the later
contributes 20 % towards activity.

CONCLUSION

The 3D-QSAR study of pyrazinecarboxamide
derivatives which inhibits with herbicidal activity was
carried out using kNN-MFA and Multiple linear
regression method with the template base alignment
methods. We find that the models generated are

statistically significant also it showed good correlation
with biological and predictive ability. Steric and
electrostatic fields were found important for herbicidal
activity as exemplified by the higher predictive power of
the 3D QSAR models. The effects of the steric field
around the aligned molecules on their activities are
clarified by analyzing the models. The information
obtained in this study provides the tools for predicting
the affinity values of structurally similar analogs and for
guiding further structural modifications and synthesizing
potent herbicidal activity. The developed QSAR models
allow for an understanding the molecular
properties/features that play an important role in
governing the variation in the activities. In addition, this
3D QSAR study allowed investigating the influence of
simple and easy to compute descriptors in determining
biological activities that could highlight the key factors
and may aid in the design of novel and potent molecules.
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